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Electric Power
Gas Drive offers a full range of engines to meet the increasing demands of the power
generation market. We supply electric power packages from 20 kW to 10 MW using
reciprocating, gas driven engines serving a myriad of installations representing a variety
of fuel sources and uses.
Our well-engineered electric power solutions are available in customized options
designed to our customer’s specific requirements, applications, and environments.
Gas Drive works with natural gas, biogas, diesel, sewage gas, landfill gas,
synthetic gas, solution gas, and flare gas reduction projects. Gas Drive provides
a variety of electric power offerings for projects such as prime power for production
facilities, temporary and backup power for project construction sites, permanent or
backup power for pipeline pumping stations, and permanent, peaking and standby
power for electrical grids. We also provide innovative combined heat and power
solutions. In addition, we can design permanent installations that provide power during
site prep and construction which can then be converted to peaking, and/or backup
power after your utility infrastructure is installed.

Wherever you need self-generated or independent
power production, Gas Drive has a customized
solution for you.
We are an experienced in-country operator and a cost-competitive provider with strong
vendor relationships required to package reliable, safe, and long-life turnkey power
solutions. Our electric power packages are powered by Waukesha, Jenbacher, or MAN
engines. These engine lines cover the high and low-btu range, and have the ability to run
on sub-pipeline-quality gases. Gas Drive’s expert teams allow for full support, and supply
from conception to engineering through manufacturing, installation, commissioning,
and operation. This means Gas Drive can support your power generation products
through the entire life-cycle of your operation.
Gas Drive’s power generation systems ensure uptime, reliability, efficiency, and safety.
We are unmatched in our engineering, component selection, and manufacturing quality.
This allows us to be your Single Source for power generation.

Electric Power Capabilities and Applications:
•

Equipment-only supply;

•

Complete turnkey solutions;

•

Combined heat and power production;

•

Peak shaving;

•

Remote off-grid island operation;

•

Wide range of fuel-source options; and

•

24 / 7 support, no matter
how remote the location.
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